
Christmas Metal Ring with Pearl Stars
Instructions No. 2609
 Difficulty: Beginner
 Working time: 2 Hours

Are you still missing a modern and currently trendy decoration idea suitable for Christmas? Then this beautiful Christmas metal ring will be perfect. Designed
with homemade wooden ball stars and dried flowers, you can place this idea anywhere.

This is how the Christmas metal ring is created:
First make the stars. Cut approx. 150 cm from the winding wire. Now thread 12 wooden balls onto the wire and form them into a circle. Pass one side of the
wire through all the balls again. There should now be a short end of the wire and a long end. Pull the wire nice and tight again and twist the ends together once.
The first ring is now finished. 

Thread two more wooden balls onto the long end of the wire and thread the wire through the next but one ball of the ball ring, thus skipping one wooden ball at
a time. Now thread another two wooden balls and proceed as described. Repeat this process until the second ring is finished. You can now slowly make out the
six points of the star. 

Now create the star points. Thread the wire first through the ball of the first ring and then through the ball of the second ring. Thread a new ball for the point
and lead the wire back through the balls of the second and first ring. Repeat this process for all the tips. Tighten everything again and twist the ends together
so that your stars hold securely. The rest can be cut off with wire cutters. Hide the leftovers in a hole of the ball and your wooden ball stars are ready. 

Now it's time for the finishing touches. Tie a satin ribbon around the bottom of the wooden stand. Then you can place the metal ring in the wooden stand and
fasten it. Next, place the dried flowers accordingly in the existing holes, put some moss around it to cover the holes. Finally, you can knot the wooden ball stars
you have made, as well as more satin ribbon to the metal ring. Your Christmas metal ring is ready.

Article number Article name Qty
16771 Wooden stand for dried flowers and decorative ring 1

Article information:



14011 Metal ring "Circle", Gold colorØ 35 cm 1
18424 Dried flowers potpourri set "Pearl Pink" 1
579919 VBS Wooden beads with natural grain, Ø 8 mm, 100 g 1
601597 Winding wire 1
970020 VBS Side cutter 1
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